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.seersic—Carriage Test of Oapelin on 6 June 1952

1. PurRose_of Teets Assessment, oontrol, and specific.

2, Procedure: Standard, using subject's secondary language, German.

3. BstInated Reliability of Test Results: Subject's pattern showed clearly that-he
is suffering from the effects of long-continued clandestine life; specific res-
ponees were slight and ability to rationalize was very high. It is estimated
thattbe results-- on the main issues only -- are barely in the "fairly reliable"
category in the scale of "reliable", "fairly	 api "unreliable".

4. Summarz of_the Test Results: Subject appears to be the person he claims tä be
and not to be either a criminal or an enemy agent. Subject appears to be operating
from motives frien14 to our interests. Subject showed a certain amount cf sea-.
sitivity to the question: Did you ever knowingly do secret work for Soviet-
Russians US, or Communists? which he answered "Bo". Re explained this sensitivity
by stating that, although he had express permission to deal withthe irlS, that is,
sifter all, a "Oommuniet" service. After this explanation, sensitivity declined,
ind it is believed that subject is not hiding anything of importance in this
connection. Rhile subject appears to have told the main truth about his past, he
continued to be slightly unhappy with the question: "Are youtrying to conceal
something officially important about your past from me? " which he answered "He"..
Subject made a partial admission in that he stated the medals he had been awarded
had not been awarded "officially" but that his superior had told him he would get .
them. He hid never got them. It would appear that subject is withholding infor-
mation of probably secondary importance about his- past. Subject appears to have
told the truth about his relations, with and security toward the emigration, and
explained that his whole success with than depended on his being able to conceal
from than his connection with us* 	 e., 'abject does not appear to be trading
information but services cf a Unison nature between the two hostile group,.
bubject does not appear to be concealing major sources of income not reported to us.

r
hare maybe somewhat more to subject s connections with the Italian 18 than

he states, but serious deception In this regard does not appear indicated. Subject
does not appear to be seriously involved with aerman, French, or Rritiah IS..
Subjeotappears to beton:wally secure,

, 5. Appzalsal 4 stet: An intsiligent "operator" , who knows how to "keep his nose
' clean"and who is glib and has Great presence 4 mind -- cpite capable of playing the

alleged role. Nervous system shows "clandestinity" and double-life damage.
6. Belossandations: IF SUBJBOT IS SOBSEQUENUI FOUND TO  BE Lynn ON A WOR_IMSB

R3-EVALUATION OP RESIFS!ECHDRD HMS IS FeSausiz J Imirzarlo"Ttlk-1 C
%,.05-4B; 1-COS; 14(Ti 1406	 -
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